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Stand Sheet Module

The FOOD-TRAK Stand Sheet Module includes customized input forms 
that replace the paper-based forms stands currently use to track beginning 
inventory, transfers in and out, ending inventory and the cash owed to the 
business.  These forms provides a standardized method of entering the initial 
data from the stands.  

To track the number of items sold at the stands, certain items such as a cup or 
saleable food item are designated as “control items” and then used to determine 
the number of menu items served.  

For example, if the stand sells beer in 
a 24 oz. plastic cup and soft drinks in 
12 oz., 16 oz. and 24 oz. paper cups, 
each cup is designated as a control 
item. The Stand Sheet module then 
calculates, by extension, the dollar 
amount owed to the organization by 
each stand at the end of an event or 
business day.

Using transfers, requisitions, inventory 
and waste data and designating standard 
FOOD-TRAK inventory locations as 
“stands”, the module can carefully 
monitor the movement of goods in and 
out of each stand, resulting in tighter 
control over inventory.
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The FOOD-TRAK® Stand Sheet Module is specifically 
designed for concession stands within larger organizations 
operating without individual point-of-sale systems.  The 
module enables these organizations to manage and control 
cash and inventory of each outlet.  By offering the ability 
to control all outlets, with or without POS, FOOD-TRAK 
provides a single application that can help control the entire 
facility.
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Stand Sheet activity report supplies data on all purchases occuring within a selected date range, 
transfers in and out of the Stand, waste, last cost, ending inventory, prices and sales.

Stand Sheet requiStion to par levelS report is a forecasing report that calculates the cost to 
replenish inventory levels for single or multiple Stands.

Stand Sheet extenSion report is based on a single selected Stand and displays the inventory 
quantity and cost for each item.

Stand iteM liSt report provides pertinent information about items issued to Stands, including par 
levels, associated products, control units and selling price. The report can be sorted either by item or 
Profit Center/Stand.

autoMatic requiSitioning capaBility generates a requisition or 
shopping list for stands with established par levels, based on current 
on-hand amounts. 

poS SySteM iMportS brings in menu mix information and produce usage variance and cost of goods sold 
reporting for outlets that have POS systems.  

caSh owed calculation determines the amount of cash owed from the cashier of each Stand to the 
organization using the selling price of menu items and the number of items sold based on the control item.

purchaSe order generation creates purchase orders by 
combining the automatically-produced requisitions.

perpetual inventory By Stand keeps track of continuous 
on-hand amounts based on transfers and stand sales.

SuMMarized or detailed Stand Sheet reportS provide operators with powerful data to examine each 
stand individually such as inventory activity, extensions and forecasts.

FeatureS

A variety of reports can be generated containing several 
types of analysis and summary information.

Stand Sheet Module reportS


